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UPCOMING EVENTS

COVID-19

•

Trade Rules & Contracts (Zoom) 13 April 2022 GTA have established a COVID-19 page on our

•

Understanding Grain Markets (Melbourne) 28 Aprilwebsite,
2022 as information source for Members.

•

In response
to member
demand, GTA has set up
Grain Export Execution & Risk Management (Melbourne)
11-12
May 2022

•

COVID-19
Safety
Australian Grain Storage & Protection Conference (Melbourne)
15-16
JuneGuidelines.
2022

•

AGIC Australia 2022 (Melbourne) 27-28 July 2022

•

Training and Development Schedule 2022 available
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GOYDER’S LINE - GTA 30TH ANNIVERSARY
Dear GTA Members
I proudly welcomed guests on the 31st March 2022 to a very special night at the Crown Sydney to
celebrate GTA’s 30 year anniversary. It was a great privilege to pay tribute to all those who have
contributed and been pivotal to the successes achieved by GTA over its 30 years
Thirty years for any organisation is a fantastic milestone, especially for a member driven, not for
profit organisation such as GTA. As we say GTA does not have a right to exist, we are here for
because our members require us to be.
For those not aware of the history, 30 years ago a group of like-minded leaders involved in the
grain industry decided to establish a National Umbrella organisation for grain industry participants

across Australia. This was NACMA. Those innovative businessmen decided grain trading should
be more professionally executed by having a single set of grain Trading Standards, Trade Rules and grain contracts across
the national supply chain.
GTA has grown and evolved since that first meeting in March 1991 to now be the leading voice and advocacy organisation
for all the 270 members who deal with grain post farm gate. Whether that be for export, domestic usage for both human
food, animal consumption or even energy generation.
I remain humbled at the willing support we receive from GTA members, from the CEO's of industry's largest companies to
members running a small, niche grain industry business with a mobile phone and laptop. I believe our members understand
that to have a successful business in the grain industry,
you need a successful industry, which is a group effort!
The grain industry has never been as solid and successful
as it is today. To all the staff and volunteers from the
16th of March 1991 to today, you can be proud and are
an integral part of GTA's 30 successful years and an
efficient, equitable and open commercial Australian grain
industry.
Thank you and congratulations!
Yours Sincerely,

Andrew Goyder
Chair—Grain Trade Australia

GTA Chairs at 30th Anniversary dinner: (L-R) Ian Brown, Chris
Kelly, Geoff Barker, Tom Keene, Peter Reading, Andrew Goyder

CONSEQUENCES OF THE CONFLICT IN UKRAINE
The consequences of the Russian conflict with Ukraine are having an immediate and visible impact on grain and oilseed
prices with the prices of these commodities exceeding the 2008 fuel and food crisis. With uncertainty around upcoming
production seasons in Ukraine and Russia, the potential for significant supply and demand imbalances exist, coming with it
the possibility for global food security issues, that could potentially have far-reaching human and political consequences, in

addition to the tragic circumstances in Ukraine.
GTA has recently released a Member Update with information for members. The full member update is available here.
External Communications - GTA members are reminded the consequences and the impact on the market are far reaching
with tragic circumstances for the Ukraine and anticipated impacts for global food supply. Please be conscious of these
circumstances if making any public comments especially relating to market conditions.
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AGIC ASIA CONFERENCE 2022

KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION CREATE THE EDGE
Over 525 delegates from 26 countries gathered on March 2, 2022, for the Australian Grain Industry Conference
(AGIC) – Asia Live 2022.
AGIC Asia 2022 has strong Government support and was officially opened by the Hon. Dan Tehan MP Minister for Trade,
Tourism & Investment. In his opening remarks Mr Tehan recognised the long-term relationship that has been developed
over many years between the participants in the Australian grain industry and its customers.
Mr Andrew Goyder, Chair of Grain Trade Australia (GTA) said “Australian grains and its supporting food safety and quality
assurance systems continue to support the demand from Asia. AGIC ASIA is an important part of providing the
information and the confidence that our customers require prior to securing their requirements. The knowledge provided
through AGIC Asia ensures the confidence of processors and consumers of Australian grain, enabling them to approach
their customers with increased confidence. This means improving confidence in our supply chain will increase demand for
our grain”.

AGIC Asia 2022 delegates heard from a series of Australian and Asian experts and included a detailed look at Australian
market drivers, production, its quality assurance framework and the supporting supply chain networks that link Australian
grain with the Asan market. Delegates also learnt of the impacts the current supply chain problems and delays, combined
with the Ukraine crisis is having on the supply chains of all countries and consumers inventory planning and procurement.
Delegates heard “gone are the days of hand to mouth buying and consumers need to consider mid to long term planning to
ensure access and continuity to supply”.
Mr Goyder said “AGIC Asia conferences are a showcase of the Australian grain industry and demonstrates the value the
industry places on its relationship with Asia”.
Participating countries included:

Afghanistan, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Cambodia, China, Egypt, Germany, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Myanmar,
New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, Ukraine, United Arab
Emirates, USA and Vietnam.
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GRAIN ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL & GOVERNANCE (ESG)

•

GTA recognises that sustainability including environmental, social & governance (ESG) is an important issue for the
grain industry and GTA members. GTA’s general policy and practical approach is to develop ESG strategic direction, policy principles, and guidelines for the benefit of members. GTA’s general mandate is to encourage, promote, and inform policy positions and not to enforce particular metrics on its members. This is a market orientated
approach, that allows for different members to respond according to their particular business positions and commercial circumstances.

•

GTA’s Board has directed the formation of a GTA Discussion Group to consider ESG and the grain industry and
what assistance GTA can provide to its members.

•

Specific members have been asked to join and will discuss ESG in the grain industry; how they are dealing with it and
the role GTA could adopt that would assist them and also other GTA members.

•

GTA sees that the Code of Practice, including relevant Technical Guideline Documents (TGDs) and the
Grower Guide to Grain Production provides a substantial foundation for much of what is required on an overarching basis. These documents can be used in developing effective communication on ESG for GTA members, while
recognising individual industry segments and commercial companies may also develop their own policies, statements
and other arrangements based on their own commercial situations and needs.

•

GTA has developed a Technical Guideline Document (TGD) on Sustainability that outlines some key principles and
guidelines that:

-

-

Acknowledge the importance of a sustainable grain industry,

-

Focuses on developing relevant principles and guidelines to assist members,

-

Encourages a risk-based assessment approach and avoids additional Non-Tariff Measures
Highlighting the importance of the Code of Practice in terms of quality assurance through the supply chain, and
communicates with stakeholders (regulators, consumers, social licence) recognising the need to address a variety of
perspectives, priorities and understanding.

•

ESG issues are gaining prominence in terms of consumer and policy, including development of UN guidelines and
protocols. These issues include environment, sustainability, social licence, food safety and CHG issues. Customer
survey work undertaken by CBH and presented at AGIC 2021 showed that grain consumers primary concerns are
price then food safety (chemical residues), traceability, nutrition (quality) and accreditation.

Figure 1 -- Customer Importance of Sustainability traits (source: CBH)

•

The Australian grain industry has a strong and positive ESG story, with solid foundations in place across
the industry. The GTA TGD and its position and “principles and guidelines” have been developed through a member
driven approach and consultation. This consultation will continue as the ESG story is developed.
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CHINA BARLEY ANTI-DUMPING INVESTIGATION

•

China initiated an anti-dumping investigation regarding Australian barley exports in November 2018. The World
Trade Organisation (WTO) definition of dumping is when exports are sold at a price lower than the exporting
country’s domestic market, and/or lower than production costs which results in ‘injury’ to the importing country’s
domestic production.

•

The World Trade Organisation (WTO) Panel for the anti-dumping investigation case held its first hearing on 8
March 2022. Both sides made their opening statements and provided answers to questions provided by the Panel.

•

Both sides will make their second written submissions, which will be followed by a second Panel hearing, expected
to be around mid-year.

•

The Panel have indicated due to the complexity of the dispute and the large number of claims involved, the Panel
expects to issue its final report to the parties by the end of 2022.

•

While this WTO process continues on, it does not prevent the parties from reaching their own diplomatic solutions
at any stage.

GRAIN TRADING STANDARDS—WHAT IS BEING REVIEWED IN 2022

Each year the Grain Trading Standards Technical Committee directs the review of specific projects that will support the
improvement of the Trading Standards. These projects are managed through Sub-Committees or Working Groups with
special skills.
In 2022 the Trading Standards Committee has recommended the following projects be progressed:

•

Grain Probes – A GRDC funded project to review the current use of all grain probes including vacuum probes to
obtain a representative sample. Project Principles & scope have been approved for this project. COVID – 19 has
delayed the commencement of this project.

•

ANW2 Dockage – Some Customers are raising concerns regarding high levels of dockage in noodle wheat and
APWN in WA. The Committee agreed to review the factors that may influence dockage levels. GTA received
information from a CBH trial to determine if dockage levels could be reduced through manual screening of trash at
specific points along the flow path. The results of this trial will be considered and used to develop a proposal for the
Trading Standards Committee.

•

Foreign Material - The Committee agreed to perform a review of the way Foreign Material in grain is managed.
Industry does not have a consistent approach to Foreign Material including the definition for Foreign Material and
what material should be classified as Foreign Material on receival. The methodology used for the receival test for FM
will be reviewed as applicable.

•

Trading Standards explained - The Committee has decided to establish additional Fact Sheets to provide
additional information and detail on specific Trading Standards including why there are nil tolerances for some
contaminants.

•

Market Choice Framework – Innovative Plant Breeding - The Australian grain industry benefits from
innovative breeding. Wheat Quality Australia (WQA) has approved a new wheat Class – AIW for novel trait wheats.
The GTA Standards Committee will need to consider the implications for GTA Trading Standards which may/may
not be required to be developed.
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VISUAL RECOGNITION STANDARDS GUIDE
•

The Visual Recognition Standards Guide (VRSG) is a booklet of images /
photographs providing guidance to grain assessors and industry to assist with
identifying the defects of grain.

•

Each year a group of hard-working volunteers get together as the GTA VRSG
Sub-Committee to review and update the images in the booklet to ensure they
provide the best resource available for grain assessors.

•

GTA and the VRSG team wish to acknowledge the significant role of GrainCorp
in coordinating and managing the images and the compilation of the booklet each

year.

•

The VRSG team will be updating the booklet again in 2022 with some new images
captured during the 2021/22 harvest to improve the representation of the grain
defects in the booklet.

INDIA AUSTRALIA GRAIN PARTNERSHIP PROJECT
•

Due to the impact of China imposing tariffs on Australian barley the Government and
industry have focussed on diversifying and growing the Indian market for Australian
grain.

•

An “umbrella” strategy was proposed to Government to provide a platform for the
grain industry to capture opportunities and develop a sustainable and diversified
market portfolio.

•

Specific outputs of the project include a Strategic partnership approach for India.
-

The objective is to develop a collaborative industry initiative in the form of an Australia-India Grain Strategic
Partnership.

-

It will bring together Indian and Australian decision makers from government and industry to foster relations
and maximise opportunities for collaboration that will support government and industry action to advance
shared interests and activities of mutual benefit to both countries.

Current Activity – Australia- India Grains Partnership Stakeholder Consultation

•

This phase of the project involves stakeholder consultation to inform and identify priorities for an Australia India
Grains Partnership.

•

Stakeholders including GTA members will be contacted by the project manager over the coming weeks to to meet
and discuss areas for potential cooperation. A consultation paper and questions has been prepared to provide a basis
for stakeholder consultation.

•

A report on the feedback from the stakeholder consultation will be collated. The outputs from this project will be
informed by stakeholders’ interview and input but will not identify the individual stakeholder or participating
organisations.

•

Phase 1 of consultation is targeted at Australian stakeholders and will be followed by consultation with Indian
stakeholders
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GLOBAL LOW LEVEL PRESENCE INITIATIVE (GLI) CELEBRATES 10 YEARS

As grain is cultivated, harvested, transported and stored, trace amounts of that grain may become mixed with other grain
varieties, despite the use of best management practices by industry. As a result, a genetically modified (GM) grain that has not
yet been approved by an importing country may unintentionally be present, at low levels, in grain shipments exported to that
country. This is what is called low level presence (LLP).
LLP situations can occur when there is a time gap in the authorization of GM crops between the importing and exporting
countries, or when developers do not seek authorizations in importing countries. Sources of LLP can vary, including lingering
traces of discontinued varieties present in export streams, or unintentional mixing into export streams of crops intended for
domestic use.
The 8th meeting of the Global Low Level Presence Initiative (GLI) was held on 23 March (virtually) 2022 bringing
Government and industry participants together from more than 20 countries. The meeting shared insights and updates
around:

•
•
•
•

Linking Low-Level Presence (LLP) to global challenges
Industry approaches and perspectives on LLP management
Opportunities for regulatory cooperation and streamlining of biotech approvals
International organizations update

The GLI, established in 2012, is a group of 15 importing and exporting countries committed to working collaboratively on

approaches to minimise unnecessary trade disruptions when addressing LLP through promoting open dialogue, encouraging
policy discussions and building networks. Members recognize that asynchronous approvals of agricultural products of
biotechnology, and LLP present trade risks for importers and exporters. Members are committed to developing practical
approaches to prevent and manage LLP occurrences to increase trade predictability and transparency. GLI recognises that
LLP is not a safety issue, but a compliance and management issue and one example of the impacts of regulatory
asynchrony between countries.
The GLI works with industry, primarily through CropLife International, the International Grain Trade Coalition (IGTC) and
the Global Alliance for Ag Biotech Trade (GAABT) to better understand barriers to trade, possible solutions, and impacts.
The focus of GLI is shifting to practical approaches to minimize asynchronous approvals and to practically prevent and manage

LLP. The industry participants in the meeting emphasised the need for transparent and predictable compliance processes.
Global trade provides importers and end users (e.g. food and feed manufacturers) with access to diverse sources of food and
livestock feed. The lack of an LLP policy and compliance process can limit access to some products of biotechnology,
resulting in importers having less choice in the products they can buy, and potentially leading to trade disruptions. Practical
actions are needed to reduce the market access risks that are preventing products of biotechnology from being traded.
GTA is a member of IGTC and the IGTC Low Level Presence Working Group and participated in the 8 th meeting of the GLI.
GTA will continue working with DAWE/OGTR and our international colleagues to promote transparent and
predictable compliance processes for LLP.
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COMMERCE COMMITTEE—CONTRACT DISCUSSION
•

The Commerce Committee received a communication from a GTA member relating to an issue with a delivered
contract that was part of a string sale. A counterparty to the delivered contract presented a load at a domestic
consumer site. The driver of the load was “unvaccinated”. This was in contravention of the domestic site’s
COVID-19 policy and mandated legal requirements.

•

After a discussion the load was received at the delivery point as a ‘one off’ and the Seller was reminded that under
no circumstances are unvaccinated transport carriers and personnel allowed on the domestic consumer’s site.

•

When this message was passed to the other counterparty a discussion occurred and the string counterparty commented that this clause wasn’t covered in the terms of the GTA contract.

•

The Seller stated contracts do not need to reference mandated legal requirements. The requirement to be vaccinated is similar to the wearing of PPE when delivering grain, and the general requirement for visitors on sites to adhere
to the instructions and policies (eg WHS) of the site owners/managers. Such things are generally not referenced in
the contracts or GTA Trade Rules.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Enquiries: Julia O'Keeffe 0449 038 330 or admin@graintrade.org.au

REGISTER NOW

The Australian Grain Storage & Protection Conference will be held in person over 2 days in Melbourne CBD. Registrations
are now open.
The NWPGP 2022 Australian Grain Storage and Protection Conference is an open forum for the entire grains

industry to review and discuss the latest market requirements relating to chemical regulations and developments in
grain storage and protection.
Presenters will cover national and international regulation along with a range of topics including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market requirements for MRLs - now and future challenges
Sustainable chemical use and impacts on industry
Insect infestations and their control methods
Pesticide residue violations & traceback findings
Grain protectants do have a use
Fumigants and challenges for their use
Physical control methods to maintain grain quality
Extension activities along the supply chain
Other key research outcomes

The NWPGP has been meeting annually for over 45 years, however, the annual conference, delegate list and
industry representation continues to expand and evolve – constantly striving to meet industry’s needs.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

We are pleased to announce the Australian Grains Industry Conference 2022 will be held face to face at Crown
Promenade, Melbourne from 27th to 28th July 2022. The Australian Grains Industry Conference (AGIC 2022) is an
industry run conference for grain market participants and service providers, hosted by leading grain industry associations
Grain Trade Australia, Australian Oilseeds Federation, and Pulse Australia.
This year’s conference theme is Growing With Grain and will be a hybrid event, allowing delegates from around the
Australia and the world to join both in person, and virtually. Registrations will be open soon.
The Conference provides a chance to connect with fellow industry colleagues through a variety of networking
opportunities and AGIC offers exposure to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grain and oilseed producers, processors, importers and exporters
Manufacturers of food, animal feed, biofuels and bio-based industrial products
Suppliers of services (financial/logistical/marketing/communications) to the grain and grain-products industry
Ports businesses, freight forwarders, shipping/ocean line companies, container companies
Technology, equipment and service providers
Trade groups, government agencies and researchers
Industry advisers/consultants; key policy/decision makers

AGIC 2022 is proudly hosted by the following leading grains industry organisations.
Grain Trade Australia (GTA) was formed in 1991 to formalise commodity trading standards, develop and publish the
trade rules and standardise grain contracts across the Australian grain industry. GTA's role today is to ensure the
efficient facilitation of commercial activities across the grain supply chain. GTA’s has over 260 organisations as members
ranging from regional family businesses to large national and international trading/storage and handling companies.
Pulse Australia is a peak industry body that represents all sectors of the pulse industry in Australia, from growers and
agronomists through to researchers, merchants, traders and exporters. It is unique in that it is an independent, nonpolitical and whole of industry organisation, which acts as a catalyst for the development of the pulse industry.

Australian Oilseeds Federation Inc. (AOF) was established in 1970 to represent the common interests of all
Australian oilseed industry participants and to promote the development, expansion and improvement of Australian
oilseed production. The AOF represents players across the total oilseed supply chain including Service Providers /
Research, Development & Extension, Growers, Traders/Marketers (domestic and export), Processors (crushers,
refiners, manufacturers) and Consumers.
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UPCOMING TRAINING WORKSHOPS

REGISTER NOW

REGISTER NOW
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UPCOMING TRAINING WORKSHOPS

REGISTER NOW
Training and Development Program Schedule for Semester 1, 2022
GTA’s objective is to provide a range of targeted, practical workshops designed to meet the expanding educational demands of the grain value chain. All workshops are developed with industry experts to address the expanding demands of
the industry and changing regulatory requirements. For further enquiries please email admin@graintrade.org.au
View the Training and Development Program Schedule for Semester 1, 2022
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